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DOJ GUIDANCE

Evaluation of Corporate Compliance
Programs (ECCP)
• Issued in 2019,
revised in 2020

• Evaluate and revise
regularly

• Risk-based,
operationalized
compliance
programs

• Adapt to change
and new risks

• A key component
of assessing
compliance is
sufficient access
to relevant data
sources for
monitoring and
testing
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Polling question one
When did the DOJ issue its revised guidance on the
evaluation of corporate compliance programs?

A.

2017

B.

2020

C.

2019

D.

2018
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Data, data everywhere
• Multiple data sources
and types – identify
what is relevant and
how to access it
• Regulators are
already using data
analytics
• Bring in the experts –
what you don’t know,
can hurt you
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OVERVIEW

Data analytics
Risk assessments
•

Identify and assess
risks and controls

•

Varying types (e.g.,
enterprise-wide,
targeted by area or
process)

Compliance/fraud
•

•

Identify and evaluate
potential noncompliance with laws,
regulations, etc.
Identify red
flags/indicators of
potential fraud,
corruption, or
misconduct

Business intelligence
•

Data analytics is a
component

•

Obtain actionable
information to make
informed business
decisions
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Business Intelligent
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Polling question two
Baker Tilly has the data analytic expertise to assist
your compliance function

A.

True

B.

False

C.

Not sure
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Data Quality and Completeness

DATA QUALITY AND COMPLETENESS

Understand and Verify Your Data


Identify the relevant individual(s) or function(s) that can collect, certify, and provide the data from a given
software/system.



Ensure the designated point of contact knows how to obtain the data in a usable format.



Properly plan and scope out what data, accounts, or systems will be used for a given test or monitoring purpose.



Validate the data before applying analytics – check for errors, inconsistencies, gaps, meaning of “blanks”, usability, and
migration of data from previous systems



Expect large numbers of false positives initially (i.e., anomalies that are neither errors nor fraud), which can inform
continuous improvements and refinements of the analytics strategy.



You may encounter complex and disparate data storage systems, software, and processes that do not inherently speak
with one another, which may lead to duplicative or differing information (e.g., charts of account, ERP systems, or
processes for entering and approving data could differ across business units or regions; historical data from prior
systems has not been integrated or maintained in a usable format)

Data security, confidentiality, and privacy laws will need to be considered when requesting and using the data.
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Data Analytics to Enhance Compliance
and Anti-Fraud Programs

DATA ANALYTICS TO ENHANCE COMPLIANCE AND ANTI-FRAUD
PROGRAMS

Monitoring earnings
management
•

Our forensic professionals continue
to assist with investigations
involving earnings management.

•

With 2020 being such a difficult
year, companies may feel pressured
to manage earnings

•

The SEC has the tools and
capabilities to monitor and identify
companies with atypical financials

Interesting Read https://boardandfraud.com/2020/09/28/sec-and-its-newsilent-whistleblower-risk-based-data-analytics/
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DATA ANALYTICS TO ENHANCE COMPLIANCE AND ANTI-FRAUD
PROGRAMS

Anomaly or pattern
detection
•

Benford’s Law can be applied
against most financial
information

•

Can be leveraged as an
automated check to identify
unusual trends, transactions, or
other anomalies

•

Monitoring of manual journal
entries or recurring entries that
do not appear in the normal
course

 Posted date of manual journal entry (compared to historical
trends)
 Preparer / approver details, including timing of entry (late
night, weekend, etc.)
 Entries that seemingly reverse prior month accruals and
recording of expenses
 Entries with minimal supporting documentation or detail
 Monitoring of emails/chats pertaining to subjective
accounts
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DATA ANALYTICS TO ENHANCE COMPLIANCE AND ANTI-FRAUD
PROGRAMS

Using data analytics to monitor compliance and fraud risks
Accounts Payable
Duplicate transactions, payments to
vendors not in the Masterfile,
payments prior to invoice, vendors
who are employees, payments near
approval limit or no descriptions

Compliance Hotline
Number of reports per quarter,
Number of reports within regions or
segments, timing of responses, type
of issue (or account), results of
investigation

Order to Cash
Duplicate invoices, gaps in the
sequence of invoices, sales during
cutoff periods, sales to third-party
warehouses, comparing sales
contracts, customer accounts with
unusual credit terms/memos

Bribery & Corruption
Payments to foreign remit addresses,
payments to companies in high risk
countries, payments in foreign
currency that is not the functional
currency, gifts, payments to
OFAC/GSA lists
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DATA ANALYTICS TO ENHANCE COMPLIANCE AND ANTI-FRAUD
PROGRAMS

Using data analytics to monitor travel and business expenses
Expense descriptions and vendors
Blank descriptions, keywords
indicating policy violations (e.g., “gifts,”
“drinks”), suspicious vendors (e.g.,
Target, Best Buy)

Dollar amounts
Amounts just under approval or receipt
thresholds, round dollar amounts,
suspicious digit sequences based on
Benford’s Law

Dates
Expenses submitted late (e.g., not
compliant with policy, submitted
months or years later), submitted
dates preceding receipt dates

Duplicates
Same amount, date, and vendor; same
employee, vendor, and amount but
different dates
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DATA ANALYTICS TO ENHANCE COMPLIANCE AND ANTI-FRAUD
PROGRAMS

Using data analytics to monitor payroll
Ghost employees
Employees with no benefit payments,
payments to terminated employees,
employee social security number
(SSN) matches vendor tax ID, false
SSN’s

Overtime reporting
fraud
Discrepancies between time card
data and payroll data, excessive
overtime, exempt employees
receiving overtime payments

Unauthorized payroll adjustments
Employees earning salaries unusual
for their pay level, employees earning
less than $3,000 per year, payroll
entries without authorization forms

Duplicates
Duplicate payroll checks, multiple
paychecks in the same pay period,
multiple employees direct depositing
to the same bank account
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Polling question three
What types of Data Analytics do you currently use to
monitor fraud and compliance risks?

A.

None

B.

Some analyses in Excel

C.

Analysis of financial trends and ratios (sensitivity analysis)

D.

Advanced analytics (e.g. regression or predictive modeling)
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Advanced Analytics:
Future State

ADVANCED ANALYTICS: FUTURE STATE

Is Your Company Data Driven?
Data Driven Organizations framework helps organize strategic thinking around 5 key
aspects critical to an organization’s digital transformation success
Transforming an organization to be data driven goes far
beyond the analytical models and technologies required to
run them … the DDO framework helps us think through all
the areas that are crucial for a successful transformation
The model focuses on 5 key areas: the overall vision, two
technical and two organizational aspects, for example:
Vision & Strategy: All aspects related to the overall analytics/data
vision of the company and its desired future state
Data: Anything related to data, including but not limited to, its
management collection, use, storage, transformation, processing and
availability



What data do I have and where is
it stored?



Do I need access to more data
sources?



Am I using the right technology
for the right jobs?



Will my current technology scale
with my vision?



What skills do I have now and
where do they sit?



What is the right organizational
structure to drive insights?

Technology: Areas of technology related to turning data into analytics
insights (cloud, tools, coding platforms, visualization, etc..)
People: All areas related to people (skills/roles) and organizational
design (when to hire, how to structure analytics teams)



How do I deal with new data
sources?

Process & Governance: All rules that govern the use and distribution
of data and all processes that manage your digital assets



How do new models get pushed
to production?

ADVANCED ANALYTICS: FUTURE STATE

Example 1: Transaction and Vendor Risk Scoring
Operational Data (volume, location, products/services, etc.)

Analytical Models

GL Detail

Risk probability scores by transaction, agent, vendor,
location
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ADVANCED ANALYTICS: FUTURE STATE

Example 2: Third Party Due Diligence

ADVANCED ANALYTICS: FUTURE STATE

Example 3: Customer authentication and Setup

ADVANCED ANALYTICS: FUTURE STATE

Monitoring results: importance of dashboards and reporting
The successful use and application of data analytics is highly dependent on how it is
communicated and reported to key stakeholders. For example, a thoughtful and simplistic
dashboard allows for a company’s compliance function or Board to monitor key risks and
make decisions on how to manage those risks.
Key Takeaway:
Its best to start off by
monitoring your most
significant compliance or
fraud risks, and then build
onto your analytics program
as you learn more about your
capabilities, systems and data!

Source: Tableau (Sample Dashboard)
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ADVANCED ANALYTICS: FUTURE STATE

Other Benefits of Applying Analytics
• Comply with regulatory requirements and make informed
business decisions
• Do more with fewer resources and budget restraints
• Adhere to the 80 / 20 Rule
• Ability to utilize a real-time feedback loop - continuous
improvement and learning
• Identify and mitigate fraud, waste and abuse earlier and minimize
losses
• Protect your organization’s reputation
• Predict future behavior around potential regulatory or policy
violation
• Update communications and training to address compliance and
fraud risks across specific business segments, and regions
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We’re here to help!
Ali Rampurawala
630 885 6020
ali.rampurawala@bakertilly.com
Amy Slevinski
703 923 8420
amy.slevinski@bakertilly.com

Disclosure
The information provided here is of a general nature and is not intended to address the
specific circumstances of any individual or entity. In specific circumstances, the services
of a professional should be sought.

Baker Tilly US, LLP trading as Baker Tilly is a member of the global network of Baker Tilly
International Ltd., the members of which are separate and independent legal entities.
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